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Why do you need another messaging app?
Because you’re still using six.
Cognitive Security™. Enhanced Encryption.
Personalized Permission Controls*.

The only messenger with your own
Personal Cognitive Agent™.
The only messenger with your own Personal
Messenger and Guardian: a Personal Cognitive Agent™.

sesame

SECURE. TRUSTED. MODERN MESSAGING.

Press Contact:
Mitch Ahlenius, CEO
mitch@sesame.chat
(650) 382-3282
535 Mission St.
14th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94110

Contact us anytime for customized graphics or
content to ﬁt your story. Thank you for your time
reviewing Sesame.
Learn More at Sesame.Chat

* You select the personal permissions governing your message content. Your Personal Sesame Agent™
independently audits recipient compliance with your permissions.

QUICK FACTS
Based in San Francisco
Incorporated in October 2014
15 Team Members and growing
Locations in Scottsdale, Huntington
Beach, & Boston

Why does Sesame matter?
We believe you should own the data you create, and have the tools to
preserve that ownership as your data is shared. This is why we started
our company. This century will be marked by signiﬁcant
advancements in advertising, machine cognition, and data science,
making data ownership one of the keystone issues of our time. We
are creating applications that allow you to make use of your data in
new and powerful ways.
Sesame is our initial cognitive application. With it, you own every
message you send. This means you control how messages are viewed
and shared, and are able to take them back from any device, at any
time. You can also independently audit for compliance with the
permissions you set controlling access to your messages.
Sesame gives individuals their own Personal Cognitive Agents ™.
These are smart digital assistants that, among other things, keep your
messages safe and under your continuous personal control.
We saw a gap between between what Snapchat,
Wickr, WeChat, Signal, iMessage and other
messaging apps were building, and what the nuances
of modern communication require. This includes a
level of security that can stand up to hackers, Big
Brother, and your own brother alike, but something
simple and approachable enough for Mom to use.
- Mitch Ahlenius, Co-Founder & CEO

Sesame is a foundational communications
service that provides a new level of trust in
digital environments, allowing more intimate
information to be shared.
Sesame is your secure messenger for trusted,
modern communication.

Quick Glance.
Why now? We are at
a crossroads.

The Bad: Aggressive legislation in the EU; consumer ad fatigue; $7 Billion worth
of Fraud Allegations (bots); the rise of ad-blocking; advertisers putting agencies
on the blocks in Mediapocalypse.
The Good: Distributed computing efﬁciency; the rise of Mobile; increasing
consumer awareness of digital assistants; critical advances in machine learning
& cognition; concern with digital security and privacy at all-time high

Sesame’s Unique Value
#1: Cognitive Technology
Our agents are continuously aware of the changes of state of the agents
representing people, processes, objects, events & other states of affairs.

They maintain an immutable record of the dynamic evolution of these relationships.
These records are stored in personal graph and document databases, creating
increasingly valuable Personal Data Assets that users can one day choose to leverage
to their own advantage.

Sesame’s Unique Value
#2: Ownership

Sesame’s Cognitive Agents™ establish a tangible property right in private data for individuals
and enterprises. This includes the ability to set permissions controlling access & sharing
of their data, including the ability to “take it back” from any device, forever.

Sesame’s Unique Value
#3: Trust

Sesame’s Cognitive Agents™ maintain a continuous, immutable, and independently-veriﬁable
record of compliance with the permissions governing access & sharing of Data Assets. This
provides a foundation of trust and control allowing for the sharing of more intimate, relevant,
timely--and therefore, valuable--information to generate contextual offers.

What in the world is a
Personal Cognitive Messenger™?

Hello, I’m your
Personal Messenger.

Sesame comes with your own personal Messenger & Guardian: a
Personal Cognitive Messenger™ assigned just to you, and only you.
It protects you through a continuous awareness of what’s happening with
your messages and who is accessing them (You are immediately aware if
someone was even attempts hack into or otherwise misuse your messages)
It enforces the permissions you set on your behalf
It independently audits that all permissions are followed and your
messages are indeed safe, 24/7/365
And a lot more...

What does Sesame Do?

COGN I T I VE S E CU RI TY. ™ E NH A NCED ENCRYPT IO N. NUA NCED CO NT R O L S. O NE EA SY APP.

FULL OWNERSHIP &
CONTROL
Sesame establishes your legal
right to own all of your content
and the data you create with it.
This means you can always take
your property back.

UNSEND AT ANY TIME
Delete your messages off of
remote devices (recipients) at
any time, even years later. Your
messages, pictures, and ﬁles
remain yours even after pressing
'Send'.

CUSTOMIZED PERMISSIONS
Disable Forwarding. Go off the
record. Control who can save
your messages to their device.
Unsend at any time. Set
messages to expire based on
time or views. And much more.
Modern messaging necessitates
nuance and customized control.

COGNITIVE AWARENESS
Sesame gives you your own
Cognitive Agents™ to maintain a
continual awareness of
compliance with the permissions
you set governing each thread,
giving you piece of mind,
24/7/365.

END-TO-END SECURITY &
ENCRYPTION
Each thread is uniquely encrypted
end-to-end with multiple
personalized keys, making it
nearly impossible for anyone to
hack into your messages.

INDEPENDENT AUDITING
Run your own independent audit
of compliance at any time to
assure that all your permissions
have been followed.

TM

Where does Sesame ﬁt?
Ephemeral (disappearing) messages and encryption are only part of the
equation.
Unfortunately, we have found that most messaging apps---including Wickr, Snapchat,
WeChat, Cryptocat, Signal, iMessage and WhatsApp---compromise the necessity for
nuance in day-to-day communications for features that end up fragmenting your
conversations across multiple applications, depending on what you are sending, and to
whom.
Sesame aims to make this easier by giving you a suite of customized controls that are
effortless to use, and a Cognitive Agent™ to continuously protect you.
*disclaimer: We love Snapchat, though we use it more for social communications than sending sensitive,
private messages (especially since it allows recipients to ‘Save’ messages without the Sender knowing). We
also have a massive amount of respect for Moxie Marlinspike and what his team has done with Signal and for
the encryption community at large.

(sesame seeds)

Stories & angles we think may be interesting
& helpful to your story.
These are ve r y bri e f i dea s t h at re ﬂe c t de v e l opm ent s t h at h a v e b een d ec a d es i n t h e ma k i ng , a nd a re o ng o ing. Feel
fre e to inquire for m ore i n for m at i on .

Modern communication is complex and nuanced,
meaning you currently have to juggle six or seven different apps to send
different kinds of messages. Sesame aims to simplify this, while
enhancing security at every step.

MESSAGING IS MESSY

Users owning the
data they create is a contrarian concept that has not been widely
popularized. Traditional Internet service architectures & data
monetization strategies make the user the product. This ultimately limits
the potential for information shared digitally because the basic level of
trust, security and ownership necessary for the average human to share
intimate---and therefore, valuable---information is not there. Right now,
Sesame is focused on messaging, but we intend to drive our “You own
your data” principles of ownership into more commercial market-making
microservices, to the beneﬁt of individuals and businesses alike. We
believe the Personal Data Assets that Sesame helps create will become
one of the most valuable asset classes of the 21st century.
DATA OWNERSHIP & THE PERSONAL DATA ASSET CLASS

When users register for
Sesame, they are assigned their very own Cognitive Digital Agents™.
These agents are cognitively self-aware. They are also independently and
continuously aware of the changes of state of all other Sesame Cognitive
Agents representing other persons, processes, events, objects, and states
of affairs they interact with. This gives individuals an unprecedented
level of awareness of compliance with the permissions they set, as the
agents are continuously working and monitoring on their user’s behalf.
It’s like having hundreds of extra eyeballs and helpers working for you.

MACHINE COGNITION’S ROLE IN SECURITY

BUILDING BLOCKS FOR DERIVATIVE WORKS True ownership means being
able to own something even after it has left your hands. This has been a
particular challenge in digital environments where information is shared
and copied freely, often disincentivizing original creators and curators.
With Sesame, you have assurance that your permissions are followed
everywhere. (A simple example: You allow your friend to forward your
message, but not to save to device. The person they have forwarded to
attempts to Screenshot your message. You are notiﬁed and able to take
action even if they were not the original recipient.) We believe that the
fundamentals behind this capability will have a dramatic impact on
creative industries such as design and journalism as we move forward,
enabling effortless contracts to be struck and enforced, with much of the
administrative burden automated.

Is Sesame Ai? We don’t call it that. We think
Sesame’s Cognitive Agent™ technology represents a tangible
contribution to machine and systems learning and cognition, but we're
not convinced that equating machine learning and cognition with
intelligence is accurate. So we do not claim to use Ai. We do believe our
technology can and will dramatically amplify and augment human and
machine users' capabilities and capacities to discover, qualify and exploit
relevant data, information and opportunities. That’s a good start.
A RTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Current approaches and technological capabilities
treat Security & Privacy as a zero-sum game. Security deﬁnes the extent
to which you can defend against threats, while Privacy suggests the ability
to share and therefore, make use of information, in a highly-controlled
manner. We believe that by preserving ownership and enabling nuanced
permission-based controls, these two dissonant concepts can coalesce.
Sesame is a tool that can accelerate the sharing of knowledge & data
while maintaining proprietary control and ownership of the data. This
can create a new level of collaboration and communication between
developers, businesses, vendors, and any value chain.

SECURITY VS. PRIVACY

Over time, we will be
introducing new agent capabilities users can choose to participate in as
their needs, priorities, and interests dictate. These will allow them to
make use of their data in exciting new ways, and to become the most
valuable source for their data. We believe the ‘Conversational Interface’
enables swift & agile development of these capabilities, and is the future
UI for Ai-type digital assistants. Sam Lessin’s piece in The Information
and Chris Messina’s essay in Medium cover this shift exquisitely. Through
conversational interfaces that incrementally introduce functionality,
technological advances will be much more evolutionary than
revolutionary.

CONVERSATIONAL INTERFACES & COMMERCE

Unfortunately, our digital age has given rise to
a particularly sinister phenomena called ‘Revenge Porn’ in which private
photos and texts are posted without the individual’s consent. The result
is humiliation, damaged reputations, and in too many tragic cases, death.
Sesame can help protect individuals from facing these atrocities by giving
them ownership over their own messages, and the ability to “take it back”
whenever they want. We appreciate the human necessity for intimacy
and provide a trusted means of establishing it, without having to solely
rely on ephemerality. We also recognize that relationships of all types
change over time, and the need for respect and control as things change.

REVENGE PORNOGRAPHY

We take ownership of ideas, data, and
the things you create very seriously. Our technology makes it possible to
give our employees the added perk of ownership in new ideas, features,
and advances (including code) that they create. Over time, we can track
the impact and reward employees for those contributions. We believe
this is the way it should be, and have already experienced the beneﬁts of
incentivized innovation that an extra sense of ownership creates.
NEXT-GEN E MPLOYEE BENEFITS

sesame
CLICK FOR LINK TO DOWNLOADABLE ASSETS

Graphic Assets? Logos?
We ’ ve g ot ‘e m in any shape,
s i z e an d resol ution you l ike.

Se n d a n o te to hel l o@sesame.c h at
( o r a call at 650-382-3282) if yo u ne e d
c u s t omiz ation.
We k now y o u’re busy and we’re so
t h a nkfu l fo r the wor k you do. D o n’t
h e s i tate t o let us know what you
n e e d an d w e’l l get it to you A S A P.
Vis it S e sa me. chat and Feedinc. xy z t o l ear n m ore.

FAQs
WHAT IS A COGNITIVE AGENT™?

Sesame Personal Cognitive Agents™ are a unique class of self-aware software
agents called Cognitive Agents™. Sesame provides each registered user their own
unique Personal Cognitive Agent(s)™. They are continuously aware of how their
user’s messages are viewed and shared, and the permissions that govern their
user’s content.
WHAT IS A PERSONAL DATA ASSET ™ (PDA)?

Each Sesame user's Personal Cognitive Agent™ retains a continuous record of the
data, information, relationships, policies and permissions governing its exclusive
agency relationship with its registered user, as deﬁned by the user. It creates and
maintains an immutable record of these data and relationships and their evolution.
It also creates and maintains a continuous audit record of its compliance with the
policies and permissions deﬁning its behaviors, relationships, and activities
undertaken on behalf of its user. These records, maintained as individual graph and
document database records for each user, are owned by the user and comprise the
user's increasingly valuable Personal Data Asset™, or PDA™. We understand this
may sound mundane, but the real beauty is in the details.
CAN USERS CHOOSE TO NEVER SHARE THEIR PDA?

Yep. And your agent will assure you that it never is. We do, however, hope to prove
to privacy enthusiasts that there is a way to make use of your information in a
trusted and secure manner, but fully recognize and value the right to privacy.
DO USERS HAVE ‘ THE RIGHT TO BE FORGOTTEN’?

Absolutely. It’s your property. Your choice.
WHAT IS FEED INC.?

Feed Inc. is the cognitive computing company that has created the Sesame
application. Our mission is to amplify human capability and capacity through
trusted digital agency. Sesame is our ﬂagship product.

TWO COGNITIVE AGENTS™ WALK INTO A BAR, WHAT HAPPENS?

Both agents negotiate with each other to discover a mutual palate and then place
their order. They continuously stare at one another until both are mutually assured
of consumption. They then audit the engagement independently for compliance
with their agreed upon terms. After their drinks, they assure that if any glass is
touched that their agreement remains in place, and audit again. As they get to
know one another, they optimize their relationship to ﬁgure out how to make the
best engagement possible. A fantastic, albeit dull, relationship ensues.

Selected team bios.
Our team has over 100 combined years of experience building successful
projects, technologies, and businesses with organizations like NASA, IBM,
GE, Lockheed Martin, PayPal, Nike, Arthur Andersen, Google, Microsoft,
European Space Agency, Department of Transportation, Ford, Fidelity,
Chrysler, and Ned Davis Research.

MITCH AHLENIUS, FOUNDER & CEO
Mitch Ahlenius is a founder and the CEO of Feed Inc. (www.feedinc.xyz), a
cognitive computing company and creator of Sesame. He began his career
selling bicycles and furniture out of the Kwazulu-Natal region in South
Africa, helping local entrepreneurs access new markets. He sees Sesame’s
core technology (Cognitive Digital Agents) leading to signiﬁcant advances
that can help individuals overcome socioeconomic, geographic, racial,
religious, and other societal barriers to bring in a new era of
communication, discovery, and collaboration.
He has has worked on projects with Google, Nike, Microsoft, Fidelity, and
Clorox harnessing the advent of new technologies and mediums to access
and engage new consumers.

GEOFF SHAW, FOUNDER, CHAIRMAN & CSO
Mr. Shaw is a founder and the Chairman of Feed Inc. He is Feed’s principal
business service product strategist. Mr. Shaw has over 30 years of domestic
and international entrepreneurial and executive experience spanning
technology development and commercialization, manufacturing, business
development, operations, and ﬁnance.
He has held senior executive positions in defense, manufacturing,
aerospace, and information technology industries. In 1986 Mr. Shaw and Dr.
Peter Ossorio of the University of Colorado and Linguistic Research Institute,
began reducing key elements of Ossorio’s State of Affairs methodology to
repeatable commercial software technology. The State of Affairs state
change model and analysis methodology, originally developed for strategic
defense and intelligence applications, underpins Sesame’s technology.
Non-classiﬁed applications of the technology included the NASA
Astrophysics Data System (ADS), NASA and European Space Agency mission
planning and observation scheduling systems, and early Internet electronic
bank payment -settlement systems. Mr. Shaw’s team at Ellery Systems was
the target of a foreign intelligence agency economic espionage operation in
1994. Mr. Shaw’s Congressional testimony was instrumental to the passage
of the US Economic Espionage Act of 1996.

Selected team bios (cont’d).
STEVE LACKEY, CHIEF ARCHITECT

Steve has enjoyed an eclectic career, engaging in activities as wide-ranging
as accountant, auditor, college instructor, small business owner, software
developer and architect, investment advisor, market technician, hedge fund
partner and trader, restauranteur, videographer, photographer and rancher.
Steve was Director of Research at Ned Davis Research and Director of
Product Development at Arthur Andersen’s Tax Technology Division. Steve
was one of the ﬁrst to begin using genetic algorithms to manage hedge
funds.
Left brain and right brain certiﬁed, he brings to Feed a creative approach to
building systems and businesses and a jocular yet unassuming manner that
has always been his key to building teams.

DIANA SHERWOOD, IOS ENGINEER

Diana Sherwood has worked as an engineer in a diverse set of ﬁelds
including satellites, banking, military and now in secure messaging.
She has a thirst for learning and exploration, and is an avid climber and
world traveler.
Diana combines her technical and communication skills as a liaison between
people and teams of varying technical expertise.

NICOLE HAYWOOD, DATA SCIENTIST

Nicole is Sesame’s resident graph monger. Before Sesame, Nicole was part
of the IT Innovations team for a multinational biotechnology corporation
where she built an intelligent POC recommendation system and grew her
passion for data analysis and visualization.
Nicole’s experience with agricultural, biotechnological &
educational-service research teams have been focused on identifying and
leveraging information sources to help develop new data assets.
Aside from being a graph enthusiast, Nicole enjoys hiking, glassblowing &
adoring her Aussie pup, Thunder.

